
Fork
Model Fork small

Just like when you turn on a lamp inside a camping tent, the light
inside the diffuser highlights the patchwork structure and
enhances the texture of the canvas with visible stitching as in
jeans.
 
The linen cotton diffuser, available in ivory and gray, creates a
warm and soft lighting effect. 360° adjustable thanks to the
gunmetal colored brass eyelets in strong material contrast with the
softness of the fabric, the diffuser allows the light beam to be
directed at will.

Fork small Light source Structure: Metal Diffuser: Cotton-linen Code

LED E14
1 max 15 W
(W / L Max 90 mm)

Ivory

Ivory

Anthracite

Anthracite

Ivory

Gray

Ivory

Gray

505001

505002

505003

505004

Net weight: 0.80 kg Parcels: 2

Cluster suspension lamps must be installed on a canopy: find out more on lodes.com/en/canopies

Options of Fork

Fork Large Fork Fork
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https://www.lodes.com/en/canopies/


Fork
Model Fork Large

Just like when you turn on a lamp inside a camping tent, the light
inside the diffuser highlights the patchwork structure and
enhances the texture of the canvas with visible stitching as in
jeans.
 
The linen cotton diffuser, available in ivory and gray, creates a
warm and soft lighting effect. 360° adjustable thanks to the
gunmetal colored brass eyelets in strong material contrast with the
softness of the fabric, the diffuser allows the light beam to be
directed at will.

Fork Large Light source Structure: Metal Diffuser: Cotton-linen Code

LED E27
2 max 25 W
(Max Ø 65 mm)

Ivory

Ivory

Anthracite

Anthracite

Ivory

Gray

Ivory

Gray

505005

505006

505007

505008

Net weight: 1.92 kg Parcels: 2

Options of Fork

Fork small Fork Fork
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